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Despite being a curious person I’m also one of habit so I never really considered the possibility of 
carrying out a semester of mobility abroad during my education. During the second year internship I 
was infected by the enthusiasm of my classmates who were doing the internship abroad. I thus 
developed the desire to experiment in a different university and cultural context for a semester, so I 
chose to try to apply for the semester of mobility and to do it at the Alma Mater University of Bologna. 
Many friends had spoken to me about the city and its university environment. I was really pleased to 
discover that another of my classmates, and also a good friend of mine, had chosen the same goal. 

 
After being admitted to the University of Bologna I started almost immediately to find all the information 
necessary to better prepare myself for this experience. Completing the Learning Agreement was 
relatively easy as the courses were similar to those I would have done at SUPSI and so the choice 
was limited. Also on the website of the host university I found many tips on how to organise myself. 
Fortunately I did not have to apply for a visa and so the main concern was to find a room to rent, a 
burden that I shared with my friend. Fortunately for me, an acquaintance of mine in Bologna managed 
to get in touch with his friend who had a small apartment to rent a little outside the city, a solution that 
we eventually found to be more advantageous. In mid-February we moved to Bologna. The move was 
an easy affair since we found the apartment fully furnished. 

 
The first impact with the city of 
Bologna and its University was very 
pleasant. Despite the winter cold we 
discovered a very open and warm 
people, especially among other 
university students. The Buddy 
Program, a week of introductory 
activities at the University and dinner 
with the new Buddy Program friends in 
the city of Bologna, was very 
enjoyable. Thanks to some of the 
faculty students who acted as guides 
and together with other foreign 
students we visited the university's 
places, its libraries but also enjoyed 

many particular glimpses of Bologna. There was also great pizza among good company and an 
aperitif in a new restaurant in Bologna which had recently opened and that has the distinction of being 
managed for the most part by deaf people. Some very useful friendships were created immediately as 
soon as the courses started and the need to be helped to settle was greater. In the first meetings with 
classmates, there were no lack of comic moments; often when I presented myself as a student on the 
move from abroad no one believed me as they noticed the almost perfect mastery of the Italian 
language and following some explanation people laughed and understood my situation. 

 
Being able to study at the University of Bologna was a very useful experience from various points of 
view. My goals were to test myself in a different university context, having to do lessons with 
pedagogical and organisational methods a little different from those offered at SUPSI, to get to know 
more about the Italian social situation and to make new acquaintances. I was lucky enough to be able 
to achieve them all. The courses and the teachers were very interesting and in fact I had no difficulty in 
attending the lessons, asking questions to satisfy my curiosity. It is also for this reason that by the end 
of the course all my classmates knew me as "the Erasmus Swiss". Although I had a lot to study for the 
four exams I had to take, I had the chance to have a whole month to prepare well and in fact I am very 
satisfied with the results obtained. In a course of sociology I was able to investigate some of the 
problems of the world of work, education and the welfare state of the Italian social situation. Since 
Ticino borders Italy, I believe that having a clearer idea of our neighbour's social situation can be very 



 

useful. Not only thanks to the buddy program but also through the other interactions with my 
classmates I created some good friendships and, along with a friend, also managed to organise and 
spend three wonderful days in Naples at the end of the courses. 

 
I think one of the aspects of this experience 
that I appreciated the most was the 
opportunity to immerse myself in a very 
active social framework such as that offered 
by the city of Bologna. Although I'm not a 
person who takes a leading role when there 
is an ideological or political battle going on, it 
was enjoyable and interesting to receive 
regular stimulation of reflection on various 
hot topics such as: the relationship between 
the university institution and its students, the 
coexistence of political groups of both 
extreme right and left, the different visions of 
the migrant problem, strikes for the defence 
of the rights of women or the LGBT 
community or university professors, etc. The 
climate of confrontation and exchange was alive and stimulating and allowed me to ask myself 
questions that I had never thought of before. 

 
When someone asks me how my experience in Bologna was, I can only answer "stupendous". Not 
only have I been able to experience a new context, new courses, professors, classmates, etc. but I 
could appreciate the independence of living away from home with someone I trust and with whom I 
could share the pleasures but also the difficulties encountered. I met some particular but very nice 
people and I created some good friendships. I would recommend to everyone who has even the 
smallest desire to do such an experience to carefully consider the pros and cons but in the end to 
throw themselves in at the deep end and try. For me there are no regrets but only good memories that 
I take home from this experience. 
If I had to find a flaw in my experience abroad it would be to the fact that I had little opportunity to 
really choose the courses I wanted to attend because of the need to carry out similar courses to those 
I missed at SUSPI. I might have tried to get interested in more diverse content but, despite everything, 
I was very satisfied with what I learned. 

 
If anyone ever considers choosing Bologna as a destination for their mobility semester, I would 
certainly suggest to know from where it gets its nick-name, LA DOTTA, LA GRASSA, LA ROSSA. This 
adequately summarise what can be expected. You eat and drink very well, there is a good political and 
social mix, and the university stands out for an almost millennial history and therefore a good 
academic level. You can't go wrong. 
 


